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Dance World  

Dance World is quite a short cannabis plant that grows mostly like an Indica, reaching a height of 60 to 90 cm. 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Variant price modifier: 

Base price with tax 7,00 €

Price with discount 6,36 €

Salesprice with discount 

Sales price 7,00 €

Sales price without tax 6,36 €

Discount 

Tax amount 0,64 €

Ask a question about the seed 

Seed BankRoyal Queen Seeds 
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Dance World | Royal Queen Seeds
 

A CBD Strain with powerful phenotypes

An uplifting marijuana strain with great medicinal potential. Dance World is a cross of two different phenotypes of Dance Hall. Its genetics are a
mix of mainly Mexican and Afghan crossed with the great medicinal strain Juanita la Lagrimosa.

Dance World is quite a short cannabis plant that grows mostly like an Indica, reaching a height of 60 to 90 cm. It will flower in around 8 weeks,
again very much like an Indica. However, its effect is not like most Indicas.

Like all of our medicinal cannabis strains, it has a high amount of CBD, almost equal to the amount of THC. As expected by the name, Dance
World gives an uplifting, motivating high much like the Jamaican dancehall music that its parents were named after. These high CBD cannabis
strains have been used for their anti-inflammatory, anti-pain, anti-anxiety and/or anti-spasm effects.

The marijuana seeds are also feminized, meaning you’ll have no male plants to deal with. So, when grown well, every plant should turn into a
beautiful flowering female. Dance World will have a yield of around 400 to 450 grams per plant. The smell is not too strong during growth or
flowering. However, once the buds are ground and smoked, the aroma comes out, a complex mix of earthy aromas and spicy, almost fruity
flavour.

Dance World is a good strain for medicinal users, or anyone who wants a more uplifting effect.

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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